
OTHELLO TRAGIC FLAWS ESSAY

Essay about Othello's Tragic Flaws. Words4 Pages. Shakespeare has been known to create terrific tales of love and
tragedy. Even James Van Der Beek.

It is hard to understand why Othello never communicated about the situation with his wife until he was about
to murder her. This emphasizes how easily people can relate Shakespeare to tragic love. Othello ironically
mistrusts his loyal wife Desdemona and good friend Cassio. The way that Othello was turned to hatred is
ironic. Overall, the tragic flaw of loyalty that Emilia expresses is her downfall. His tragic flaws led to the
tragic ending of this famous play. The tragedy of Othello is not a fault of a single person, but is rather the
consequence of a wide range of feelings, judgments, misjudgments, and attempts for personal justification
revealed by the characters He is far from a genius, he just preys upon every error, and every fault made by
characters, to advance his own plot He is blinded by this love and does not see when he is being conned by
Iago. Othello is a person who is innocent and base in nature. Emilia finds this very suspicious. The tragic flaw
leads a character to downfall, and it is an integral part of a tragedy. In the play, Iago manipulates several
characters and tends to extend his actions too far. Farewell the plumed troops and the big wars that makes
ambition virtue! Each character displays a tragic flaw as the play unravels. As Desdemona lays hopelessly in
her deathbed, she does not panic, however, she acts as if Othello is not going to kill her. Although he did write
many poems and plays with happy endings, his tragedies stand out the most. Othello, being a soldier all his
life, is seen as a very honorable manâ€¦ His title alone, governor-general, presents an air of nobility,
confidence, and strength. He establishes the tragic plot by four components: hamartia, peripety, anagnorisis
and catastrophe. When Othello was told about an affair between Desdemona and Cassio, he started to become
jealous. Even though Iago began this whole mess, the deep root of the problem is latched onto Othello. Iago
succeeds in his scheme, causing Othello to eventually strangle and kill his honest wife. Guiding the plot of a
tragedy is a tragic hero, who Aristotle identifies with four qualities: a sympathetic character, realistic enough
to be relevant to audiences, singular in purpose and appropriate behavior to his station in life. When Emilia
confronted Othello, he admits to killing his wife but said that she was untrue to him. Othello knows that she
betrayed her own father, Brabantio, and therefore conceives that Desdemona could potentially to the same to
him. Othello explains that he just told her stories about his life; she felt pity for him, and fell in love with him.
Othello fits perfectly into this definition. She exhibits this loyalty particularly to her husband and to
Desdemona. Iago appeared as an honest human being, but in reality he was an evil person. Othello is clearly a
person who believes appearances versus reality. His destruction becomes his own doing, which makes him no
longer a helpless victim in the play. Audiences are attentive in the protagonist being caught in a crisis situation
where an error is made through judgement or action. The promotion of Cassio begins to show jealousy in the
play.


